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Lessons Learned from last SOWG-4
SOC support to SOWG meetings and planning coordination

Updates to planning process



Introduction

Planning process for Solar Orbiter is complicated due to, a.o:

Highly variable downlink with long periods of very poor communications
+ limited memory space onboard
⇒ TM very restricted & must be under control to not break future plans

Highly variable thermal environment
⇒ in-flight calibration sometimes needs quick turn-around

Mission science outcome depends on coordinated observations of 
unpredictable solar activity

High-resolution science requires fine-pointing to target which position 
cannot be pre-planned
⇒ need for Very-Short-Term Planning (VSTP) cycle for fine-pointing

Orbital evolution and variable restrictions need Mission level planning

SOC designs waterfall planning concept to be prepared for the worst case, 
avoiding non-converging iterations, while still keeping some flexibility until 
last moment. (SOC design review Sep-Oct 2014) 2
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SOWG involvement in planning

SOWG will be involved in 

Long-Term-Planning cycle (LTP), refining Science Activities (defined 
in Science Activity Plan) into Solar Orbiter Observing Plans (SOOPs) for 
a 6-months-long period

Medium-Term-Planning cycle (MTP), refining the instrument 
contributions to those SOOPs into Instrument Operations Requests 
(IORs) also spanning 6 months

Last SOWG-4 (Nov 2013), a first concept of the LTP and SOOPs was 
proposed and tested out.

The lessons learned of that meeting have led to the updated LTP proposal 
in the following slides.

We also went one step further in defining the MTP in more detail.
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RPW composition
RPW BURST

EUI Active Region

METIS MAGTOP

SPICE composition

LTP & SOOP concept

SOOP = collection of instrument operations that belong together, i.e serve a 
common science goal (or calibration goal during manoeuvre) 
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Header: goal, instruments, ops reqs, duration, ... Library of science & aux. modes
‘SOOP ingredients’

SPICE composition SPICE spectral atlasSPICE 

METIS MAGTOP METIS WIND (p)
METIS GLOBAL (p)

RPW BURST RPW SBM1

EUI Active Region
EUI Synoptic (p)

EUI Coronal Hole(p)
...

SPICE dynamics

+ Metadata: average power, TM rate, 
conflicts & dependencies 

EUI Calibr

PHI HRT calib. HRT mode 0

High-level ops, no time-stamping, durations (~resources) can be tweaked

SPICE Calibr
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LTP - Pre-Conditions

During the Mission Level Planning, the following has been achieved:

Science Activity Plan (SAP) has been produced by SWT+PS.

➡ Served as input to ESTRACK ground station pass request

Pass schedule confirmed by ESTRACK 
+ platform activities defined by MOC 
+ S/C roll manoeuvres fixed by MOC/SOC

➡ FECS plan

SAP + FECS combined define feasible ‘Mission Level Activity Plan’ MLAP, 
with some margin that can be carried over to next planning cycles

MLAP + FECS has been sent to Instrument Teams for preparation of 
SOWG meeting 

SAP is science driven, taking into account broad mission constraints. 
SOOP level plan needs operational specialists to refine the science activities 
into feasible operation timelines.
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LTP - Pre-SOWG

Instrument Teams define & provide to SOC any new science/calib modes 
(SOOP ingredients) that might be needed for planned Science Activities.

SOC adds the new instrument modes to SOOP mode library & checks any 
dependencies/conflicts of these SOOP building blocks with others
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LTP - SOWG meeting (1)

During the SOWG meeting:

SOC reviews FECS & MLAP with instrument teams: 

Any ground station changes + mitigation in MLAP 

Platform activities + any impact on planned operations 

S/C roll profile (communication rolls + calibration rolls) (=fixed now)

SOWG plans science activities identified in MLAP:
For each activity 1 or more SOOPs are defined, containing:

Header

List of SOOP ingredients: Instrument science/calibr/processing modes 

Each ‘ingredient’ block specifies intrinsically: instrument mode, 
cadence, dependency on other ‘ingredients’ (calibration/processing), 
average data rate to SSMM*, average power consumption  

Durations of SOOP block defining total TM volume flowing to SSMM
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LTP - SOWG meeting (2)

SOC supports the process of: 

Defining a SOOP by writing a SOOP header (science goal, reqs, 
limitations, ...)

Building SOOPs by dragging pre-defined SOOP ingredients into a 
SOOP skeleton, and adjusting duration (& parameters)

Planning SOOPs on an LTP timeline (6 months)

Constraint-checking the proposed SOOP timeline very crudely 
(Rerun the SOC constraint-checking of MLAP at finer granularity)

Constraint-checking is still restricted to:
Average power consumption (no detailed profiles, but knowledge of max), 
TM generation profile per instrument, on SOOP-level granularity
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LTP - SOWG meeting (3)

Once SOOP timeline is finished (all science activities translated in SOOPs):

SOWG assigns SOOP coordinators to each SOOP (that did not yet have one*)

He/She becomes SOC contact point for this SOOP

For individual SOOPs, the instrument team will assign contact point

(*) For each activity spanning beyond Solar Orbiter coordinator is assigned at 
Mission Level Planning.

If in spite of margins carried forward from MLP, the SA→SOOP refinement fails 
(not all activities fit):

PS + SWT will address the matter in next Mission level planning cycle

At end of meeting, we should have SOOP timeline that works + contact point for 
each SOOP.
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LTP - Post-SOWG

In parallel:
SOC checks the SOOP plan for operational constraints at lowest possible 
level, off-line.
Problems are flagged to SOOP coordinator who modifies SOOP to fit.
SOOP coordinator double-checks plan for scientific value, off-line. Tweaking 
happens in coordination with PS & SOC.

Once all SOOPs fit:
SOC produces Data generation profiles + Flexibility envelope per 
instrument, over the LTP period (6 months). 
SOC sends to each IT: 

Data generation profile + flexibility 
Timeline of instrument building blocks, based on SOOP timeline

➡ Each instrument team will use these as input for IOR generation at MTP
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MTP – Pre SOWG (1)

LTP ends when SOC sends each instrument team: 
timeline of modes for the planning periods, extracted from the SOOPs 
TM generation profile showing their allowed flexibility from average TM 
generation rates

The first action in MTP is then on the instrument teams: to translate these 
timelines into preliminary IORs.

These should be full-featured IORs, with explicit timings and calls to 
instrument sequences.
Might reveal operational bottle-necks that were not obvious at the 
descriptive level (LTP).
In some cases it is likely that these IORs will not change and could be 
used as-is. 

The IORs are sent to the SOC for constraint checking…
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MTP – Pre SOWG (2)

The SOC will constraint check the IORs for the whole payload at the 
highest possible level of detail.

This will result in one of the following outcomes:
1. All the instrument teams provide IORs that are feasible in terms of 

resource usage and will address their science goals for the planning 
period

2. One or more instrument teams provide IORs that, while feasible in 
terms of resource usage, will not address the science goal of the 
relevant SOOP (note that this likely will be flagged by the instrument 
team itself)

3. One or more instrument teams provide IORs that are scientifically 
valid but violate a resource constraint for the planning period.

In the case of 2 or 3, IORs will be iterated with the SOC to try and solve 
the problem.
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MTP – Pre SOWG (3)

Should iteration with the SOC not result in a feasible set of IORs that will 
meet the science goals of the planning period, the instrument team will 
need to prepare a proposal for discussion at the SOWG meeting:

Refocusing Resources
Descoped Science

At this stage, what will and will not feasible should be clear from the 
iteration of the original IORs with the SOC.
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MTP – SOWG Meeting

The purpose of this meeting is to approve instruments’ plans and freeze 
resource allocations for the planning period.

Here the SOWG will also discuss any changes that need to be made to 
instruments’ plans in order for them to fit within available resources.

These will be translated into revised SOOPs and checked similarly to the 
LTP SOWG meeting: 

An initial check performed in near real time at the meeting

If the initial check shows the revised SOOP is likely to work the plan is 
approved.

Once all instruments have either working IORs or approved revised 
SOOPs, the meeting ends.
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MTP -  Post SOWG

Again, this broadly follows the format of LTP, Post-SOWG.
SOC constraint checks the revised SOOPs and provides data generation 
profiles and a timeline of modes to those instruments where needed.
Those instruments then produce IORs which are constraint checked and 
iterated.

These new IORs are combined with the preliminary IORs from unchanged 
instruments to produce those PORs and PTRs that are required at this 
stage, which are then forwarded to MOC as appropriate.

So the output of MTP will be a plan at IOR level that will serve as an input 
to STP.

Resource allocations are frozen and any tweaks at STP will have to fit 
within the resource envelopes decided here (and within the agreed 
flexibility range for this period).
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How does this concept 
respond to lessons 

learned after SOWG-4?
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On general planning concept
Outcome Planning exercise SOWG4

Coordinated activities which require another observatory, like SPP, need a 
coordinator much sooner, already at mission level planning.

Planning process at mission level might be facilitated having a predefined 
set of ‘model’ SOOPs ready to be plugged in at mission level planning.

It is not yet clear how to plan for EMC requirements. ‘Noisy components’ 
not yet known. 

We should do more of these exercises, including whole process top-down, 
slowly building up complication. Definitely we need one on connection 
science! 

Part of the output of this exercise is very valuable information for SOC to 
develop tools to support the exercises, and - later on - the actual 
planning.

✓.

✓.

✓ .

✓  

✓Problem mitigated✓Taken onboard as suggested ✓In progress

✓.
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‘Tetris’ SOOPs are complicated in many ways. We need to think about 
whether they are needed or to be avoided. We need to think ways of 
bringing 2 instrument timelines (over diff period) into 1 SOOP.

Is it easier to have SOOPs of 1 hour/1day for certain activities? They could 
be used to fill up periods of varying duration. 

Current baseline for In-Situ operations: split operations into SOOPs at 
time of planned mode changes. Keep all IS operations together.

Template needs updating. It would be beneficial if based on instrument 
modes/studies (defined elsewhere/other sheet?) with the associated TM/
power, excluding all instrument-specific parameters from table.

Header needs more info: start/end time, link to science objectives, ...

Template does not work for certain calibration activities (PHI)

TM figures only reliable if HK & LL is included in the budget -> to be 
clearly added in template (separate accounting)

What about power & HK of instruments taking part in 2 SOOPs? 
(separate accounting)

Outcome Planning exercise SOWG4
On SOOP concept

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓.

✓Problem mitigated✓Taken onboard as suggested ✓In progress 18


